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NOTE ON THE REDUCTION OF AN ELLIPTIC ORBIT TO A 
FIXED PLANE.

[From the Quarterly Mathematical Journal, vol. II. (1858), pp. 49—54.]
The principal object of the present Note is to obtain an expression for the quantity e0 which I call the modified mean longitude at epoch, viz. taking as the elements the longitude of the node, inclination and any four elements which determine the motion in the plane of the orbit, then the longitude measured in the fixed plane (or reduced longitude) will be a function of the form

nt + e0 + periodic terms,where e0 is a determinate function of the elements, and it is proposed to find the expression of this function. But as the corresponding formulæ relating to the eccentricity and longitude of the pericentre are not in general given as part of the theory of elliptic motion, but occur only, so far as I am aware, in works on the lunar theory, I have thought it desirable to include these formulæ and take as the subject of this Note the reduction of an elliptic orbit to a fixed plane. Write

and moreover

αj , the semiaxis-major,e1 , the eccentricity (= sin ∕c1),∙∏r1, the longitude of pericentre in orbit, e1 , the mean longitude in orbit at epoch, 
θ , the longitude of node,
φ , the inclination (= tan~1 y),
n1 , the mean motion ∣= >
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92 NOTE ON THE REDUCTION OF AN ELLIPTIC [180where by longitude in orbit is to be understood as usual a longitude measured in the fixed plane as far as the node and from the node in the plane of the orbit : the meaning of e1 is perhaps more clearly fixed by saying that e1 — τσ1 denotes the mean anomaly at epoch.The elements most nearly corresponding to the above, in the orbit reduced to the fixed plane, are

and moreover

a0 , the modified semiaxis-major,
e0 , the modified eccentricity,ct0, the modified longitude of pericentre,e0 , the modified mean longitude at epoch,
Θ , the longitude of node,
φ , the inclination (= tan-1 γ),
n , the mean motion ∣not equal to >

where θ, φ, n are the same as in the actual orbit, but a0, e0, ∙sr0, e0 are defined as follows: viz. e0, ∙sr0 are functions of e1, tσj, θ, φ given by the equationstan (ct0 — θ) = sec φ tan (∙sr1 — θ),

e1 cos (ct1 — θ)
7 ΣΓ∖ ,COS ('5T0 — (J)

a0 is determined by the conditionα0 (1 - e02) = a1 (1 - e12),and e0 is determined so that the reduced longitude may be equal to 
nt + e0 + periodic terms.It is easy to see that considering the orbit and the fixed plane as great circles of the sphere, and projecting the pericentre upon the fixed plane by an arc perpendicular 

to the orbit, then ot0 denotes the longitude of such projection of the pericentre ; and e0 is equal to e1 into the secant of the projecting arc. In fact we have a right- angled spherical triangle, of which the projecting arc in question is the perpendicular, and the hypothenuse and base are -εr0 — θ and -ct1 — θ respectively, and the base angle is the inclination φ. It is to be remarked that ct0 is not the reduced longitude of the pericentre, an expression that would signify the longitude of the projection of the pericentre by an arc perpendicular to the fixed plane ; this is the reason why I have throughout used the word modified instead of what would at first sight have appeared the natural one, viz. the word reduced. The modified semiaxis-major is obviously a semiaxis-major calculated from the latus rectum of the orbit by means of the modified eccentricity eθ.
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180] ORBIT TO A FIXED PLANE. 93The relations between e0, w0, e1, π1 may be writtentan (ct0 — 0) = sec φ tan (ctj — 0),

e0 = e1 sec φ √{1 — sin2 φ sin2 (ctj — θ)},or again tan (cti — 0) = cos φ tan (ct0 — 0),

e1 = e0 √{1 — sin2 φ sin2 (∙∏τ0 — 0)}.Write now
r1, the radius vector, 
υ1, the longitude in orbit, λ, the latitude (= tan-1 s),and in like manner
r0, the reduced radius vector, 
v0, the reduced longitude, λ, the latitude (=tan-1s).Then v1 — 0 and v0 - θ are the hypothenuse and base of a right-angled spherical triangle, the perpendicular being λ and the angle at the base being φ. We havetan λ = tan φ sin (v0 — θ), sin λ = sin φ sin (v1 — θ), tan (v0 — 0) = cos φ tan (v1 — 0), cos (y0 — 0) = sec λ cos (v1 — θ).We have for the radius vector⅛1 = ⅛7ι μ + e, °θsα', -'ct°l

and the reduced radius vector is thence found as follows : viz. we have r0 = rj cos λ, that is
- = ^z, z∕ Z,2λ isθc λ + βl sec λ c°s (vi ~ 's3'l)} ; r0 α1 ικι e1 )but e1 sec λ cos (y1 — ∙∏7ι)= e1 sec λ cos {(2∕1 — θ)- (ωt1 - 0)},= e1 sec λ cos (v1 — 0) cos (∙∏τ1 — 0) + e1 sec λ sin (v1 — 0) sin (otj — θ),—- βj sec A cos (77∣ 0) cos (^s∑ι — 0) 1 tan — 0) tan (yfγ —= e0 cos (v0 — 0) cos (-∏r0 — 0) {1 + tan (y0 - Q) tan (w0 — 0)},= e0 cos (y0 — 0) cos (∙∏r0 — 0) + e0 sin (ct0 — θ) sin (-ot0 — θ),

= e0 cos (y0 — -cr0),
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94 NOTE ON THE REDUCTION OF AN ELLIPTIC [180and by the definition of α0 we have α0(l — e02) = α1 (1 — e12). Hence
7 = a (Λ o*∖ ÎSeC λ + β° cθs Z 0 c⅞ i/o )which, combined with the equationtan λ = tan φ sin (v0 — θ),determines the position of the body in terms of the modified elements and of the reduced longitude v0. Introducing into the two equations s (= tan λ) and γ (= tan φ) in the place of λ and φ, they become
^^ = n 1 ',>∖ M1 + + β° cθs ~' 0 Cvo ∖∙l )s = γ sin (v0 - θ),which is the form in which the equations occur in the lunar theory.Proceeding now to the formulae which involve the time, it is to be remarked that the true anomaly and the quotient of the radius vector by the semiaxis-major are given functions of the eccentricity and the mean anomaly, and calling for a moment the last-mentioned quantities e, ξ, I represent the functions in question byelta (e, ξ), elqr (e, ξ),or more simply when the mean anomaly only is attended to by elta ξ, elqr ξ.I have found this notation very convenient as a means of dispensing with the introduction of the eccentric anomaly.The reduced longitude is found in terms of the time by means of the equationstan (v0 -θ) = sec φ tan (v-i — θ), 

v1 — ct1 = elta (nt + e1 — ∙sτ1),the former equation gives, as is well known,
v0- θ = v1- θ — tan2 ⅜<∕> sin (2v1 — 2θ) +1 tan4 ∣ sin (⅜1 — 4>θ) — &c.,(where the successive coefficients are the reciprocals of the natural numbers) we have therefore

v0 = v1 — tan21<∕> sin {(2v1 — 2ot1) + (2ct1 — 20)} + &c., or, as it may be written,v0 = v1 — tan2 ⅜φ {sin (2u1 — 2w1) cos (2∙∏r1 — 2θ) + cos (2v1 — 2ct1) sin (2-εr1 — 2θ)}+ ⅜ tan4 ⅜<∕> {sin (4v1 — 4ct1) cos (4ττ1 — 4<?) + cos (4v1 — 4τ∏-1) sin (4ra∙1 — 40)}— &c.,
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ORBIT TO A FIXED PLANE. 95180]and for the present purpose it is only necessary to attend to the non-periodic part of the function on the right-hand side. Now
v1 — w1 = elta (nt + e1 — -ct1),

COSthe non-periodic part of which is ni + e1-sr1. And the non-periodic part of . μ(v1-τσ1)is given by the equation (62) of Hansen’s Memoir “ Entwickelung des Products u. s. w.” 
Abhand. der K. Sachs. Gesellschaft zu Leipzig, t. π. (1853). In fact, Hansen’s

18 =ι+√(1i-βl2)∙ =tan¼and the formula gives for the non-periodic partscos μ (v1 — ot1) = (—y tan'i ⅜κ1 (1 + μ cos λγ1), sin μ (v1 — -z∏∙1) = 0.Hence, substituting these values and putting for the non-periodic part of v0 the assumed value nt + e0, we find
e0 = e1 — tan2 ⅜φ tan2 ⅜aγ1 (1 + 2 cos ∕c1) sin (2π1 — 2θ)+ I tan4 ⅜<∕> tan4 ⅜κ1 (1+4 cos κ1) sin (4zσ1 — 2θ)

— &c.The series on the right-hand side may be summed without difficulty, and we obtain_j f tan2 ⅛φ tan2 ⅝∕c1 sin (2ro∙1 — 20)) e" fl an (1 + tan2 ⅜φ tan2 ⅜λ1 cos (2∙sj∙1 — 20) Jtan2 ⅜φ tan2 ⅛ κ1 sin (2-sr1 — 2θ)cos k1 i + 2 tan2 ∣φ tans ∣λ-i cos (2∙j∏∙j — 2θ) + tan4 ⅜φ tan4 ⅜∕c1 ’in which formula the values of tan ⅜φ, tan ⅜κ1 (in terms of y, e1) are
7 e1

l + √(l+72), l+√(l-e12),and that of cos κ1 is √(1 — e12). We have thus the required expression for the modified mean longitude at epoch, and all the modified elements are now expressed in terms of the original elements.The following investigation leads to a theorem which it is, I think, worth while to notice. We have
r°2 dt = λ^σα° (1 ^^ e°^ C0S
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96 NOTE ON THE REDUCTION OF AN ELLIPTIC ORBIT TO A FIXED PLANE. [180and thence dt = ________ <⅞j (1 ~ 6q2)* dv0_____________√(σ) cos φ {sec λ + e0 cos (v0 — ∙ct0){2

_ _________________________ Oιi (1 ~ βι2)i dv0_______________________
~~ ↑∕(<r) √(1 + 72) [√{1 + 72 sin2 (v0 — ∙sr0)} + e0 cos (v0 — -∏r0)]2 ’ or as it may be written[√{1 +73sin2(v0- -∏r0)j + e0cos(v0- -εr0)]2 ∖∕(αι3) (1 βl^

= η (1 — e12)^l (1 + 72)2 dt.But it is easy to see that if the mean longitude nt + e0 is expanded in terms of v0, the relation between these quantities must be of the form nt + e0 = v0 + periodic terms. It follows that in the preceding equation the non-periodic part of the function which multiplies dv0 (the expansion being in multiple cosines of v0) must be equal to (1 - e12)-^(l +72)K Hence, putting for e1 its value, we find that the non-periodic part of___________________[√{1 + 72 sin2 (v0 - 0)} + e0 cos (v0 - τσ0)]2 ’ expanded in multiple cosines of υ0 is1 - e0211 - sin2 (^0 - 0) j (1 + 72)∙*,
a theorem which might, it is probable, be verified without much difficulty.

2, Stone Buildings, October, 1856.
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